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All tiles are shuffled thoroughly and arranged
face-down in a 7 X 7 grid.

Game Idea

Game Play

Contents

Spider
If a player reveals a Spider tile, his turn is over
and all the revealed treasures are lost.

Treasure crates, diamonds, robots and many
toys are hidden by the Dragon in his cave!
Turn over the tiles one by one to discover these
treasures. However, beware of the Dragon or
the spiders that may emerge to hunt you. If they
do, your turn is over and you lose all your
treasures!
Try to remember where the dragons and
spiders are hiding to have a better chance of
winning the most treasures.
49 Tiles:
• 34 Treasure cards:
8 Treasure Crates,
6 Robots, 4 Balls,
4 Dolls, 4 Trains,
8 Diamonds
• 12 Dragons
• 3 Spiders

The youngest player begins. Then, the game
continues clockwise.
On his turn, each player turns over tiles of his
choice one at a time and leaves them face-up
in their original places. He may stop at any
point and take the earned tiles or keep going to
try and find more treasures.
However, if the player turns over a spider or a
dragon, his turn ends and he earns nothing. All
the tiles must be turned back over.

All revealed tiles must be covered again in
their original places. However, the player can
choose to place the Spider faced down on
another free place in the 7x7 square.

Dragon
If after revealing some treasure cards, the player
finds a Dragon, his turn ends and he must cover
all revealed tiles again leaving them at their
original place. However, if the Dragon is the first
tile he turns over, he can keep looking for more
Dragons. If he turns over only Dragons, he
collects them all.

Example: A player turns over 2 Balls, 4 Robots,
1 Doll and 2 Diamonds. When he ends his turn
voluntarily, he can collect 2 Balls, 3 Robots and
both Diamonds. If he decides to continue and
turns over the Dragon, his turn ends and he
loses everything.

Earning Tiles

A player can only collect the revealed tiles if he
voluntarily ends his turn. In addition, he must
reveal the correct number of certain items to be
able to keep them. The remaining uncollected
tiles must be covered again.
A player can collect Diamonds and Dragons
individually. Dolls, Balls and Trains can only be
collected in pairs, i.e. he collects 2 or 4 of a kind
when revealed in a turn (e.g. 2 Balls or 4 Dolls).
Extra tiles must remain covered again, similarly
for the third item of a kind.
Robots must be collected in triplets, i.e. he
collects 3 revealed Robots in a turn. Extra (4th or
5th) tiles must remain covered again. If he turns
over all 6 tiles, he collects all of them.
A player can only collect Treasure Crates in
quadruplets, i.e. he collects 4 revealed crates in
a turn. Extra (5th, 6th, 7th) tiles must remain and
be turned back over in the grid. If he turns over
all 8 tiles, he collects all of them.
Note: the white dots in black circle on the tiles
indicate the number of necessary tiles to collect.
At the end of his turn (only if he stopped
voluntarily), a player can collect all complete
combinations of Toys, Robots and Treasure
Crates, as well as all revealed Diamonds.

Game End

When there are only 3 Spider tiles left in the grid,
the game ends. Whoever has collected the
greatest number of Dragons takes the 3
remaining Spiders. If 2 or more players collect
the most Dragons at the same time, no one gets
the Spiders.
The player who collects the greatest number of
tiles, is the winner. In case of a tie, the player
who has more dragons, wins.
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